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I need ya
(I know you need me girl I feel the same I need ya)
I don't wanna leave ya
(Wanna be there for u day and all night)
I Cant' see you when I wanna then I wish I had amnesia
(Ima lay there in your brain so you don't forget the
things I like)
I Need ya
(O girl don't catch amnesia)
When you see me don't ackin like you got amnesia I
kno you re-collect you said you never forget
(You act like you got amnesia why you got amnesia)

Gucci
Don't act like you got alzheimer's
I'm not just a small timer
Wish I never met her like Carl Thomas
Oops I'm so forgetful, I can't even remember
Sorry I just bought a new Ferrari

Damn my thoughts keep slippin down
Slidin down memory lane
Do you have a brain for sale
Cus Gucci need another brain
Pinky & the brain change into
Piggy Bank
Ms Pig Camera Fall
Baby girl you dig it
Most of these girls I don't repeat em, 
Freak em, feed em then delete em

Hook
Maybe I'm just like my uncle Spanky
Countin up big piles of money honey
(Maybe I'm just like auntie Trini 
Lovin a man that's just gon love me & leave me)

Chorus
I need ya
(I know you need me girl I feel the same I need ya)
I don't wanna leave ya
(Wanna be there for u day and all night)
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I Cant' see you when I wanna then I wish I had amnesia
(Ima lay there in your brain so you don't forget the
things I like)
I Need ya
(O girl don't catch amnesia)
When you see me don't ackin like you got amnesia I
kno you re-collect you said you never forget
(You act like you got amnesia why you got amnesia)

Yo Gotti
Jea shawty say she remember me
Summer Jam 03 
When I bought my first porche
Say I done her so right
Even let her spend the night
Ask if I remember her
And imma be like
Ya face look familiar 
I still wanna drill ya
Know I use to fuck wit ya
I just don't know what year it was
Just don't where I met you at
And how we end up breakin up
Think I got amnesia 
Lets do some makin up

Hook
Maybe I'm just like my uncle Spanky
Countin up big piles of money honey
(Maybe I'm just like auntie Trini 
Lovin a man that's just gon love me & leave me)

Chorus
I need ya
(I know you need me girl I feel the same I need ya)
I don't wanna leave ya
(Wanna be there for u day and all night)
I Cant' see you when I wanna then I wish I had amnesia
(Ima lay there in your brain so you don't forget the
things I like)
I Need ya
(O girl don't catch amnesia)
When you see me don't ackin like you got amnesia I
kno you re-collect you said you never forget
(You act like you got amnesia why you got amnesia)

Gucci
It's Gucci Gucci it's Gucci baby Mwah Mwah
My memory bank is washed away
I'll never get it back like yesterday
Try to remember hmmmm



Let me concentrate
Concentrate can't concentrate
Can't concentrate or contemplate
Contemplate or concentrate
It's time to re-evaluate 
(Why you keep on pretendin? 
Actin like you're not rememberin)
I can't lie, I can't fuckin lie
I'm so camera shy 
We so fly, we so fuckin high 
We so d.u.I
Like a kite, better yet an owl
Are we on a cloud? 
I rememeber now 
I remember now 
It came back to me siamese twins at one time
Like she was attach to me Gucci! 

Hook
Maybe I'm just like my uncle Spanky
Countin up big piles of money honey
(Maybe I'm just like auntie Trini 
Lovin a man that's just gon love me & leave me)

Chorus
I need ya
(I know you need me girl I feel the same I need ya)
I don't wanna leave ya
(Wanna be there for u day and all night)
I Cant' see you when I wanna then I wish I had amnesia
(Ima lay there in your brain so you don't forget the
things I like)
I Need ya
(O girl don't catch amnesia)
When you see me don't ackin like you got amnesia I
kno you re-collect you said you never forget
(You act like you got amnesia why you got amnesia)
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